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2.3.6.1.10, mybook rescue tool, is the latest tool released by the minitool team. in the past, it was
known as minitool partition wizard. this tool is used to recover lost or deleted data from a drive. this
tool can be used in the following situations. if a user have accidentally deleted important data. if a
user have accidently deleted the mbr (master boot record) of a hard drive. if a user have
accidentally deleted all the partitions from a hard drive. if a user have accidentally deleted an
important file. if a user have accidently changed the partition structure of a hard drive. if a user have
accidentally changed the structure of a partition without changing the partition name. if a user have
accidentally changed the name of a partition. when i plugged in my external hard drive, western
digital my passport 0740 (500gb), pc said that it's successfully installed however it did not appear on
my computer. also, when i went into system tools, it said disk 1 is unknown, not initialized, and
unallocated. does anyone know how to recover data when a hard drive is not initialized or how to
initialize disk without losing data the last piece of the puzzle is restoring the registry. windows uses
the registry to store settings and data about programs and system information. if your windows
installation is corrupted, such as by windows malware, the registry is likely to be damaged or
missing. if this happens, you will lose your windows settings and data. a registry repair tool is needed
to restore the registry. you may use a third-party registry repair tool such as easy re.
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